VIEW from the Lighthouse
2008 1st Quarter

Beacon Financial Advisors, Ltd.

Please remember to contact Beacon Financial Advisors, Ltd. if there are any changes in your financial situation
or investment objectives, or if you wish to impose, add, or modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment
management services. A free copy of our Form ADV, Part II is always available upon request.
An important note: Where reference is made in VIEW to Beacon’s relative performance, or individual mutual
fund performance, it applies to fully invested portfolios for the period. Actual results vary among clients, as risk
tolerance levels and the timing of asset purchases & sales are unique to each of our clients. Each client’s
unique results are revealed in the performance reports inside their Investment Review.

The Fall Of Icarus
Daedalus was imprisoned in the
Labyrinth on the Isle of Crete
with his son Icarus. Realizing
the sky was the only escape
route, Daedalus fashioned for
himself and Icarus wings made
of feathers and wax.
Before rising, Daedalus warned
Icarus:
“Take care to fly halfway between the sun and the
sea, flying neither too high so that the sun’s heat
melts the wax nor too low so that the sea’s mist
waterlogs your feathers. Take the middle course
and avoid the extremes.”
But Icarus, overcome by the newfound power,
soared high to the heavens, ignoring his father.
Tragically, he came too close to the sun, which
melted his wings. Icarus kept flapping his wings but
soon realized that he had no feathers left and that
he was only flapping his bare arms. And so, Icarus
plummeted and was swallowed by the swelling sea.

FROM METAMORPHOSES BY OVID
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Daedalus

would have made a
good investment
counselor—invest between the extremes—as he
counseled his son Icarus to travel between the
extremes. But just as Icarus ignored his advice
and suffered a grave consequence, so to do many
investors alternate between the emotions of greed
and panic as investment markets ebb and flow.
Invest between the extremes! It sounds good, but
in reality we understand its difficult to do. That’s
because all-to-often investors respond and react
to investment news with their emotions. We
would like to believe a black box exists to “time”
investment decisions so as to maximize gains and
avoid losses—to fly close to the sun and avoid
burning up. Alas, there is no black box!
Invest between the extremes! In Beacon’s
translation, it means:
 Pursue balance, and invest globally.
 Diversify among sound investments that tend
to react differently to circumstances and
events.
 Rebalance by selling high and buying low.

Beacon Financial Advisors, Ltd.
Why can it be so challenging to stay committed
to a diversified portfolio? We obser ve
investors (our clients too; you know who you
are!) fixate on, and respond to, two things:
 The past best returner (Buy more!) and,
 The past worst returner (Sell that please!).
The natural inclination is to sell the worst returner
—it’s emotionally upsetting to hold a decliner—
and buy the winners. But more often than not
that emotionally-driven, rear-view approach leads
to big losses because it’s the polar-opposite of
“sell high, buy low.” It’s actually:
 Buy high (I’m greedy).
 Sell low (I’ve panicked.)
The table of investment returns (below) helps
make our point: it clearly shows the major asset
classes of the world alternate between high and
low rankings. Further, it’s impossible to
consistently predict the timing and magnitude of
these changing patterns (no “black box”).
Investment studies show mutual fund investors
experience actual returns much less than the
funds themselves because they buy and sell
shares in a futile effort at market timing.
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As

we write this issue of V IEW , the
investment markets are in an multimonth period Beacon calls “market stress.” The
Wall Street Journal of Saturday 3/8/08 headlines:
Jobs Data Suggests U.S. Is in Recession. The
U.S. stock market is in decline with year-to-date
returns of about –12% for the S&P 500 Index,
and nearly –18% from it’s prior high 10/9/07.
A Framework for the current stress: In prior
issues of Investment MEMOs and V IEW back to
last summer (2007), we’ve written about the
source of the stress—the collapse of the lower
quality mortgage market called sub-prime.
Beacon has taken car e to r esear ch and note
that none of our investment (mutual fund)
partners had direct investment exposure to this
market sector. Nonetheless, as the financial
impact of this complex crisis has spread it has
created significant fear and anxiety among
investors, prompting many to flee stocks and all
types of bonds (“sell low”) to buy overpriced US
Treasury securities (“buy high”). Two sectors of
the U.S. stock market, financials and housing,
have taken the greatest hits. The venerable
Citigroup (symbol C) has seen it’s stock price
decline nearly 60%. Home builders have
experienced deep declines in their stock prices.

Beacon Financial Advisors, Ltd.
We noted earlier this was a complex story. It
reminds Beacon most of the early 1990’s when a
credit crisis caused over 2,000 U.S. banks and
S&L’s to disappear—nearly every bank in Texas
failed! That crisis prompted the federal
government to create the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) to expend nearly $200 billion
in taxpayer money. But, the S&P 500 still gained
in the five years of RTC work. Consider the past
11 years ending 12/31/07 witnessed these major
economic, political, and geopolitical events:
 1997—collapse of stock and currency markets
in Southeast Asia.
 1998—Russian debt default and collapse of
prominent hedge funds; Clinton impeachment;
 1999—Y2K fears.
 2000—tech “bubble” bursting, and Presidential
election crisis Bush v. Gore;
 2001—9/11, and the collapse of Enron.
 2002—corporate accounting scandals.
 2003—invasion of Iraq.
Through all this, the U.S. and foreign stock
markets (S&P 500 and MSCI-EAFE indexes) still
gained about 8% annually. To this list we add:
 2007-2008—sub-prime borrowing crisis.
So, if we’re to “buy low(er)” this is the time.
Let’s consider together what our investment
(mutual fund) partners are thinking and buying.

U.S. Stock Market in Retreat—Prices Discounting a Recession
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Portfolio Positioning—Protect & Prosper: We
know these times of uncertainty are difficult on
our clients. Especially during these times it’s
imperative we remind clients just what Beacon’s
asset allocation approach is intended to
accomplish, and to know if its succeeding.
Beacon’s goal with asset allocation is to
mitigate the difficulty of down markets, while at
the same time using our knowledge and that of
our investment partners to take advantage of
market anxiety to build portfolios that prosper
over the long term. Success means capturing
most of the return of the stock market while
risking considerably less. Of late, and over long
periods, we’re succeeding.
Our Stock Partners: In a recent Investment
MEMO we noted Dodge & Cox Stock (DODGX)
reopened to new investors after 4 years of
closure. They noted since mid-2007 the volatile
investment environment created what they
believe are many long-term equity (stock) and
fixed-income investing opportunities. In just
2007 alone, DODGX introduced over 20 new
stock holdings and added to several others—all in
a portfolio totaling just over 80 companies.
 From their 12/31/07 report: “A s valuations in
the market...have dropped, our return outlook
for the next 3 to 5 years has improved...We are
finding attractive investment opportunities...We
also remain encouraged about the long-term
prospects for the global economy. Despite the
turmoil during the last 6 months of 2007 and
the market’s downturn thus far in 2008, the
forces of technological innovation and freemarket economic principles are creating
unprecedented wealth in the developing world
and compelling investment opportunities for
the patient investor.”

Beacon Financial Advisors, Ltd.
Third Avenue Value (TAVFX) with lead
manager Marty Whitman, has been aggressively
buying shares of companies affected directly or
indirectly by the mortgage crisis.
From their 1/31/08 report: “In the U.S. common
stock prices collapsed for companies involved in
real estate [homebuilding], mortgage insurance,
and bond insurance. I am confident that the
common stocks owned by TAVFX are issues of
companies that are well financed, well managed,
and are selling at prices that represent huge
discounts from private market value...the fund
expanded its positions in these issues relatively
aggressively during the quarter...(TAVFX)
classifies these investments as ‘distress
investments’, where TAVFX tries to acquire
meaningful positions...In TAVFX’s opinion, there
is much profit to be made at these prices.”
Our Bond Partners: In a recent Investment
MEMO we noted Schroders observations on the
recent turmoil in the [normally tranquil]
municipal bond market, and how they were
enthusiastic about the PLNs (Percent of LIBOR
Notes) they acquired. In a 3/3/08 PowerPoint
presentation to Beacon, their principal theme was
upheaval creates opportunity. On the taxable
bond side, our partners Dodge & Cox and
MetWest are equally enthusiastic and
opportunistic, acquiring investment grade
corporate and [seasoned] mortgage-back bonds
with yield spreads (i.e. extra return) about 2X the
“normal” versus US Treasury securities.
In closing, it’s impossible to predict when market
anxiety will turn to confidence as there is likely
more bad news ahead. As a “discounting”
machine, stock prices already factor much in.
What we can know is our fund partners are
finding values that should bear fruit in season.

Beacon’s goal with asset allocation is to mitigate the difficulty of down markets,
while at the same time using our knowledge and that of our investment partners to
take advantage of market anxiety to build portfolios that prosper over the long term.
Success means capturing most of the return of the stock market while risking
considerably less. Of late, and over long periods, we’re succeeding.
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